Purkinje cell maturation in the light of RNA synthesis.
Wistar rats 1- to 90-day-old received an injection of 3H-uridine and were killed 20 min to 44 h later. Autoradiographic examination revealed the highest grain count densities in Purkinje cell nuclei around postnatal day (PD) 6 while the incidence of labelled nuclei stayed at the peak values till PD 15. Silver staining of Purkinje cell nuclei showed that the expression of nucleolar r-RNA coding genes is maximal at PD 15; in some cells it even slightly exceeds adult values. After PD 15, the percentage of labelled Purkinje cell nuclei declined; this was more pronounced in the nucleolar region than outside the nucleolus. The percentage of cells with cytoplasmic labelling culminated on PD 15. The highest grain counts were found in Purkinje cell cytoplasm on PD 6 at 44 h p.i. interval. Reversal in nuclear grain counts at 2 and 6 h p.i. intervals observed between PD 15 and PD 25 suggests faster degradation, or processing and export, of a newly synthesized nuclear RNA in these age groups. Frequency distribution analysis of grain count densities revealed a small group of Purkinje cells with higher incorporation of 3H-uridine both in the nucleolar region and the whole nucleus at PD 15. In situ hybridization of 3H-r-RNA revealed a slight binding excess to DNA of some Purkinje cell nuclei but not in granule cells of 1-month-old rats. These data, together with those published recently by Brodsky et al. (1985), indicate an uneven structural organization and partial overexpression of the genom coding r-RNA synthesis in the population of Purkinje cells.